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Screen Magnification 
 

Screen magnification (ZoomText Magnifier Version 9.1) is software that 
enlarges text and images on the screen for people with low vision. It is 
available in all branches on workstations with the library catalogue, 
Microsoft Office and Internet access. 
 
1. Screen magnification (ZoomText) does not launch automatically. You 

need to select it from the Library Online menu or from the Start menu.  
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2. Return to Library Online menu to select either Library Catalogue, Main 

Menu and Internet, or Word, Excel, Powerpoint and Windows Explorer 
or both options. 

 
3. When screen magnification is selected, the mouse pointer will change 

into a large yellow arrow and the ZoomText menu will appear on the 
screen. You can use it like this or change the options listed below.  

 
4. You can minimize (hide) and restore (make visible) the Zoomtext box 

without affecting the operation of Zoomtext. Click on the minimize 
button on the title bar, or press ESC. To restore, click on Zoomtext 
button in the task bar at the bottom of the screen, or use the Hotkey 
CTRL + SHIFT + U.  

 
5. You can change the appearance of the screen, mouse and cursors for 

best viewing from the Toolbar, Menu bar or by using keyboard 
commands (see list of Hotkeys on last page). 
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Power   Sets the magnification level from 1x to 36x.  
Or use the Magnification Hotkeys:  

 to increase magnification ALT + NUMPAD PLUS  
 to decrease magnification ALT + NUMPAD MINUS 

 
Type  Sets the zoom window type: Full, Overlay, Lens, Line or one of four 
Docked types. Each of these windows offers a unique way of viewing what 
is on the screen 

Color   Selects color enhancement settings. Color enhancements improve 
screen clarity for easier viewing and reduced eyestrain. You can choose 
from a variety of preset color schemes.  

Pointer   Selects mouse pointer enhancement settings. Pointer 
enhancements make it easy to locate and follow the mouse pointer. You 
can choose from a variety of preset pointer enhancement schemes.  

Cursor   Selects cursor enhancement settings. Cursor enhancements make 
it easy to locate and follow the text cursor. You can choose from a variety 
of preset cursor enhancement schemes.   

Focus   Selects focus enhancement settings. Focus enhancements make it 
easy to locate and follow the control focus when you tab and arrow key 
through menus, dialogs and other application controls. You can choose 
from a variety of preset focus enhancement schemes.  

Desktop   Activates the Desktop Finder. The Desktop Finder helps you 
find and launch programs on the desktop, system tray and quick launch 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Magnifier_Setting_Magnification.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Enhancements_Color.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Enhancements_Pointer.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Enhancements_Cursor.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Enhancements_Focus.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Finders_Desktop.htm
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bar. In addition, the Desktop Finder also helps you find and open items in 
the Control Panel, Programs menu and My Documents folder. 

Web   Activates the Web Finder. The Web Finder helps you find links and 
controls in any web page.  

Text   Activates the Text Finder. The Text Finder helps you locate words or 
phrases within the active application window or anywhere on the entire 
screen. 

6. Check top left corner of the monitor for time remaining in your time slot. 
You will get a 10 minute and 5 minute warning before your session 
ends.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Info about Reserve a Computer system: 

You can book a workstation through the library’s Reserve A Computer 
system 3 days ahead excluding the days the branch is closed, using the 
Internet and a valid Toronto Public Library card. You can reserve a 
maximum of 60 minutes – two 30-minute sessions per day per branch. 
Sessions can be consecutive. You can make reservations from any library 
branch, from home, from work - from anywhere that you have Internet 
access. See www.torontopubliclibrary.ca 

Express and Drop in computers do not require a library card. If you don’t 
have a library card, visitors and tourists can ask staff for a temporary one-
time use number that gives you access to a computer.  

Type your library card number, select the branch you want, and then the 
workstation type (called Internet/Word Processing/Screen magnification). 
Or you can request a specific computer by selecting “Reserve a specific 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Finders_Web.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Program%20Files/Zoomtext%209.1/Zt.chm::/Finders_Text.htm
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/
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computer” (you need to know the computer number). You can then select 
from the available times up to 3 days in advance. For help booking your 
session, you can talk to branch staff, or call Answerline at 416-393-7131 
voice or 416-393-7030 TTY only. 

Branches may also have some express or drop-in computers that are not 
reservable. Ask your local branch if any computers with screen 
magnification are available for this drop-in use. 

For more details about Reserve a Computer, speak to staff or see   
www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/using-the-library/computer-
services/rac/    

If you are doing word processing at the library, please read the Tip Sheets 
on Word Processing for information about how to read and save your 
documents.   

http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/using-the-library/computer-services/rac/
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/using-the-library/computer-services/rac/
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Hotkeys for Screen Magnification  
User Interface Commands 

Commands  Keys 

Enable ZoomText ALT + INS 

Disable ZoomText ALT + DEL 

Display User Interface CTRL + SHIFT + U 

Help Tool CTRL + SHIFT + H 

 
Magnification Hotkeys 

Commands Keys 

Increase magnification ALT + NUMPAD  Plus 

Decrease magnification ALT + NUMPAD  Minus 

 
Magnifier Toolbar Hotkeys 

Commands Keys 

Window type CRTL + SHIFT + Z 

Adjust Window Tool CRTL + SHIFT + A 

Freeze Tool CTRL + SHIFT + N 

View Mode On/Off CTRL + SHIFT + V 

Color Enhancements On/Off CTRL + SHIFT + C 

Pointer Enhancements On/Off CTRL + SHIFT + P 

Cursor Enhancements On/Off CTRL + SHIFT + R 

Text Smoothing Type CTRL + SHIFT + T 

 
Scroll Hotkeys 

Commands Keys 

Scroll up ALT + UP 

Scroll down ALT + DOWN 

Scroll left ALT + LEFT 

Scroll right ALT + RIGHT 

Jump up ALT + PGUP 

Jump down ALT + PGDN 

Jump left ALT + HOME 

Jump right ALT + END 

 


